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1. tfuel eleraent_aeacri2ti22. 
a. The HiSU nuclear fuel in the TiilGA - 14 MiV reactor has 

the next features: 
The fuel pin has a diameter of o,542 inch (13,8 mm) and 

the total length is 3o inch (762 mm), with 22" lemgth of fuel, ^ach 
pin has a incoloy 8oo clad o,ol6"(approx. o,4 mm) thick. 

The fuel is manufacturea in form of pellets. At the upper 
and of the pellets it was mounted a spring for 'keep the same 
position into the pin. Along the active length, there are 4 or 5 
pellets, the fuel is a solid homogenous alloy composed of erbium, 
uranium'and zirconium hidride. The gap between the pellets and the 
clad is filled with helium at normal pressure. 

Trigs'HiSU -fuel composition is the next (Lir-U-ZrH1>6): 
- U„ 3 5 weight - 41,16 g; 
- Uranium weight - 44,19 g; 
- iirbium - 12,77 g; 

Sr-167 - 2,93 g; 
Uranium enrichement - 93 %V 

- Hydrogen to zirconium, ratios - l,o. 
This type of fuel give both a great safe operation of the reactor, 
due to negative temperature coefficient, and can retain in the own 
structure a great part of the fission products resulted from burn 
out. ' 

The manufacturer made tests to find out which fission 
products are released from U-ZrH at different temperatures'. It was 
stated that very few fission products were released even for the 
unclaaded' fuel. The release fraction renges between 1.5.1o~ and 
lo for temperatured from 35o to Boo C. 

b. The new delivered LEU nuclear fuel has the next features: 
It has 2o % U-235 enrichment. Is as also a solid alloy of 

uranium erbium-zirconium hidride, in form of pellets, with incoloy 
8oo clad, ouch an element has the next composition: 

- total length 76,2 cm; 
- cuter diameter 1,377 cm; 
- total weight 4 38 g; 
- fuel diameter 1,295 cm; . 
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- U-235 weight 55:32:19; 
- U content 45:3o:2o; 

(weight percent) 
- U-235 enrichment 2O'A; 

. - hydrogen to zirconium ratio: 1,6; 
- erbium (weight percent) o,8:o,62:o,5. 
iission products, gases and noble metals release in Triga 

UZrE fuel is important for safety analisya at this type of reactors 
3uch tests were performed by the fuel manufacturer. . . 

In the tests performed on the Triga u'dl fuel pins, for 
temperatures up to lloo°C, it was searched the noble gases release 
- Xr 85 m, Hr 87, Kr 38 and Kr 89. 

In table 1 there are shown the results for L3U fuel (2o % 
U-235) with 3,5 and 45 W %.'K/B means the ratio between the release 
and the birth rate of the fission products in fuel pin, and VI % 
means weight percent of uranium. 

Tab.l. 

V. % enrich. nfO^s ~ 
uranium v ; Kr-85m Kr-87 . iir-88 , : Kr-89 
= -Q- - l t 02.i 0

=4~ 7 i 4 5 >£ 0-5 0l84.lo~5 3.5.3.Q-3 
• 8oo 2.26.1o"4 1.54.1o"4 l,62.1o"4 9.44.1o~S 
lloo 1.12.10"1 9,8.1o_ii 6,29.1o~2 -

8,5 2o 

2o 
45 2o 

S.^.lo-^ 4r41.1o~b 4.86.1Q"5 2.3.1t>~5 
Boo l.o5.1o'4 a.o9.1o~5 8.1o.lo~5 5.19.1o~5 
_lloo . 4fl8..1o~4 1,86^10"^ 1,68^10-f f.bl^lo-^ 

Fission products release from fuel is the results of two 
processes. The first one is the release by fission fragment recoil 
from surface into fuel, and the second is a temperature controlled 
diffusion process. At high temperatures over 4oo-5oo°C, the release 
fraction grows exponentially with temperature. 

2. I1uel_ogeration. 
25 Nuclear fuel pine are inserted in an aluminium shroud 

which is to be a fuel bundle. 
• In literature, even for the best work techniques, there is 

mentioned that the frequency for claading"defects got aown to o,o2fc. 
Here we shall point out some of the causes of cladding 

defects: 
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accelerated corossion^because of bffiMut d l H H h e a S H H i H 
- structural change in pellets; 
- fuel pin bowling; ■ 
- local wearing due to vibration and friction in the shroud. 
Among the typical causes mentioned before, in ICN reactor 

there were not identified clear evolutive phenomena to lead to 
clad defectiveness, out of the period of passing from a Triga HEU 
fuel core to a mixed HEU-LEU fuel core, when 3 LEU fuel pins with 
cladding defects were found, due to the make-up system of the LEU 
fuel. 

If a cladding defect arises, some of the fission isotopes pass 
into the primary cooling system. For these isotopes are extremely 
radio-active, it comes-up the danger of primary cooling system 
contamination which lead afterwards at an expensive decontamination. 

For bundle identification which contains defective pins it 
was designed and made-up a simple, modulare device. 

It works in pointing-out the bundle(s) which has at laefct 
one defective fuel pin. After tracking, the fuel bundle is picked-up 
from the core and searching is continued to point-out the defective 
pin inside post-irradiation-hot cells. 

For dosimetric survey in the reactor hall, it is used an 
aerosol detector.When an accident arises the released noble gases 
will be detected by this detector. The detector can give no 
information where the damage is located for one of the fuel pins 
inside the irradiation devices (loop or capsule) can also get 
defective and to release noble gases in the reactor hall. 

For avoiding this at the primary cooling system was mounted 
a radioactive survey device for core cooling agent. 

The detector is a fotomultiplier MARSHAW 858/2 with a 2" x 2" 
Had) scintilator of the INTEGRAL LINE type. This ia a monochannel 
detector which can be used for 1-125, 1-131. Tc-99 and Fe-59 
detection. The last two isotopes are often found in the cooling 
agent because of the coroslon. 

,.hen the aerosol detector points out the presence of noble 
gases but the detector in primary cooling system does not indicate 
the presence of 1-125 and .1-131. it means that the damage is 
located in one of the irrediation devices and the core is untouched. 

If, in change, in that moment , the detector in primary 
cooling system indicates the presence of 1-131 and 1-125 the 
conclusion is that a claa damage arised in TRIGA core. 
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3- S£Yi£S-S-S££iEii°2 ~ '(•'orxing manner. 
She-.device for defective fuel rod iaentification in the 

nuclear reactor is composed by the next: 
- water sampling device from the fuel builde; 
- suction valve; 
- handling tool; 
- electric pump; " 
- .ionic filter; 
- flexible hose. 
Vihen fission isotopes arise in primary cooling system, 

the device is brought to the edge of the reactor pool, in a 
sharpy delimitate area. By the help of the handling tool no 3 it 
is inserted the sampling device (no.l) over the top of a fuel 
bundle. 

The suction inlet circuit and the electric pump (5) are 
filled with pool water, and after are filled ionic filter (3) 
end outlet circuit. The electric pump (5) is energised end is made 
up the following circuit: fuel bundle, electric pump, .ionic filter 
pool, i'or avoiding the overheating of the pump-, a part of the flow 
is by-passed through the valve (7). 

After lo minutes delay, samples are coollec;ted by opening 
the valve (9). It seems close that corrosion products and caesium 
to be retained in ionic filter. Iveither probe gases as Xe-135 
end Kr-88 are retained by the resin, nor 1-131 because of. its 
gaseous state. 

When a clad defect arises, the samples, by the help of 
a high resolution gamma spectrometer (with Ge-Li detector) show 
the presence of 1-131 and noble gases. 

V;hen the'samples do not indicate the presence of the 
fission products, it means that the bundle dpes not contains 
defective clad fuel pin6. In this situation, the sampling device 
(1) ia moved on another bundle and operations are restanted. 

It is required that the corosion products to be retained 
in ionic filter (8) because they have a great activity and the 
uetector is over-flown. 

After tracking-down the defective fuel pin bundle, this is 
picked-up from the core for defective pin tracking-uown. 
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The clad damage of a fuel rod due to material faults or 
improper operation with fission prouucts release is a low probability 
event, but very important in the lifetime of the core. Such a damage 
may arise during normal operation. It las to be considered the high 
'Trigs fuel burnout and the great wear of the clads due to high fast 
neutron flux. Prom information we have got from TKIGA LiJU fuel 
manufacturer, during irradiation this type of fuel, arised defective 
clade, whose causes are not known till now. 

When a clad damage arises at one of the fuel pins in the core, 
loo fi of the noble gases is released from the fuel clad gap, and it 
is transfered to pool water and reactor hall 25 % of the halogens 
in the gap an released from the bundle (the rest is supposed to 
deposit on the cool clads). Among galogens which are released it is 
supposed that lo % make up organic compounds which leave the pool 
weter. Only 1 % of the whole remaine unsoluted in water pool and 
arise in the reactor hall ait. 

Rhe total release of halogens in the reactor hall and may-be 
outside is about 2,725 %. All the other products remain in the pool. 

For a 77oo MWd burn up, in the case of a pin damage, we have: 
- estimated power factor 2; 
- fission product fraction available for fuel release; 
- fission product fraction released in the pool: 

- noble gases loo %; 
- halogens 25.$; 

- fission product fraction released out of the pool; 
- noble gases loo %; 
- organic halogens (lo% of the total); 
- elementar halogens (9o % of the total). 

The noble gases and halogens inventory in the 1 % whole 
core for a 77oo MV*d bufcn-up is: 

Table 2 

Isotope Inventory (Ci) 

Br-83 
3r-85 
1-131 
1-132 
1-133 

5,71.1o4 
l,2.1o5 
3,32.1o5 
4,95.1o5 
8,83.1o5 

Isotope Inventory (Ci) 

1-134 9 , o l . l o 5 

1-135 7 ,51 .1o 5 

Kr-85 l , 2 . 1 o 5 

Kr-87 3 ,o . ' lp 5 

K.r-88 4 , 1 . 1 c 5 

rir-89 5 ,46.1o 5 
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quite small, however it is of great importance the tracking of the 
damaged pin. 

iamma spectrometrie analysis is done by the help of a high 
resolution gamma spectrometrie chain. The chain is made-up of a 
Ge(Li) detector preamplifier, amplifier, ADC , multichannel analyser 
Canberra 81oo and computer ?D? ll/o5. 

The principle schema is : 

Ge(Li) HZH 
HV 

For eliminating the radioactive background influence in the 
reactor hall, the detector in mounted in lead shield. 

At gamma spectrometric analyses, there will be searched the 
arise of 1-131 and 1-132. If the measurement pointsout the spectra 
of these isotopes, it means the water contains fission products 
and there is a damaged fuel pin. For isotope iaentificati'on and 
mistake rejection for 1-131 with the half life of 3.o2 days one 
should look for the peaks at 364,5 KeV (81,2 %) 284,3 K e V ( 6 , o 6 %) 
and 637-KeV (7,27 %) and for 1.132 the peaks at 667,7 (99 %) and 
772,6 (76,6 %). These peaks are listed toghether with their abundance.' 
At this type of measurement the purpose is only the qualitative 
determination of the isotopes and not a quantitative one's'" For this 
it is not necessary an eficacity calibration before, but-, only an 
energy calibration, with Am-241, Cs-137, Go-60 and Ba-13'3 sources. 
Spectra processing is automatically done with the computer PDF II/05 
by the help of the GAMMAK programme. 

5. Defective fuel giS-^ESS.^SSl-S-S* 
With the previous described device, loo ml water are sampled 

from the primary cooling system. 
This sample lays, on the detector and gamma spectrometric 

analysis is started. If dead time.is greater than 2o c,o, shields are 
put between sample and uetector until it goes under that value. 
The acquisition time is choosed so that the 364 KeV peak area to 
be great than lo.ooo pulses. Spectra is processeu and isotope 
identification starts. For each bundle the counting rate for the 
364 KeV peak is noted. The results are inscripted on the core map 
for each bundle. 
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achieved is picked up from the core and it is inserted in burn out 
storage rack. The same is to be done with neighbour bundles, to 
avoid any mutual influences during water absorbtion. 

Prom the top of each bundle in the rack is sampled which is 
again analysed. The bundle for which the counting rate is greatest 
contains the defective fuel pin. 

liiach pin is took apart and with the' same device water is 
sampled, noting the counting rate (imp/s). The fuel pin from which 
the counting rate is greatest certainly in the defective one. 
At this stage, the defective pin will be sent to post-irradiation 
examination laboratory, where it will be to additional tests. 




